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Construed Equilibria with respect to the 
Preaching of the Word

(Is striking a balance scriptural? tr.)

Introduction

During the past years, quite a number of matters have arisen in Reformed circles. Up to a point
one could say, that for the most part, these were old questions. For example, the issue about the
relationship between covenant and election, is not just a recent one. Whoever knows something
about  church  history,  will  immediately  remember,  that  this  problem  did  also  give  rise  to
discussions around 1905. Also in circles of the Secession, it occupied one’s thoughts and . . . the
church  separated,  even  though  the  causing  events  were  somewhat  different.  When  reading
Calvin, especially his apology on infant baptism in his Institute (IV, 16) , one will readily notice,
that already in the beginning of the great Reformation, there were struggles about these issues.
Of course, the front lines were drawn somewhat differently and the formulation of the problem
was not quite the same as it is now. In principle, however, one was faced with similar matters. 

Also other points have raised difficulties in the past. But never before, did we have to deal with
so many questions at the same time and never before did their mutual relation demand attention.

Now, it is not the intent of this paper to show that relationship, nor will it even try to explain
how these questions are mutually related. What did repeatedly come to the fore, was a certain
motive. In debates about all those questions, I have often noticed, that the warning against one-
sidedness was issued over and again. It was said that one should not emphasize faith, for then
experience would be pushed aside. It was quite correct to talk about the church, as long as it did
not reach the extreme, so that the individual was neglected. One was full of praise about the fact
that the younger generation did again study hard. However, they should be  aware  that they did
not end up on the slopes of objectivism, because the subjective should also be considered. And
so one could easily increase the warnings against one-sidedness. This is enough, however, to
show that the question of one-sidedness has in itself become a subject of debate. Of course, this
was meaningful for opinions and criticisms of the preaching. In the ministry of the Word or in
the preaching, all  these questions arise at the same time.  One-sided people,  in case they are
pastors, might readily be discovered. In that way, the theme of one-sidedness became a variable
in the assessment of Reformed preaching.

Generally, it can be said that warnings against one-sidedness struck a responsive chord. That is
understandable. For in the first place, the formulation of a problem suits people. Apparently, it is
so very simple. It can readily be concluded from observable facts. On the one hand, we have
people who emphasize objectivity, and on the other, we have purely subjective people. Or else,
one may emphasize the church, while others do only consider the individual. This is to say, that
we suppose that others view the formulation of problems under the theme of “either-or”. 

Secondly, the answer is then pleasing, because it is apparently again so simple, so easy. People 
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prefer to take the middle road, and people are so scared of that hated, detestable one-sidedness.
Therefore many accept for the “either-or” problem statement, the formula “one - as well as -
another”. The search for a solution is in the combination of both opinions. To the left or to the
right, whoever is radical, states that it is either the one or the other, but harmony is secured when
one arrives at the one as well as the other. Others may be one-sided, for they say “either-or”, but
we are not one-sided, for we say “not only - but also”. 

Therefore  posing  the  “either-or”  problem results  in  “not  only-but  also”.  It  is  very  easily
concluded, that all those who dismiss the “one - as well as - another” construct, or the “not
only – but also” construct, are classified as one-sided “either-or” people.

Although  we  can  explain  the  situation,  it  is  another  question,  if  we  can  accept  these
viewpoints. In my opinion, that is not possible. Because the “one-as well as-another”, but also
the “either-or” problems have identical bases. Rejecting the opinions that lead to a choice of
either extreme, and even combining both of them, the elements are principally still viewed as
two opposing matters. They are viewed as two separate elements that cause stress. A bridge
can be built between those two, but an inner cohesion, and their essential unity,  cannot be
discovered. Behind the “not only-but also” construct usually lies also the unresolved stress of
the “either-or”. One desires to conquer the one-sidedness with two-sidedness, but making the
connection does often not neutralize the tension/stress.

In this way we like to review some of those made-up balances. On purpose the term construed
equilibria is chosen here. After all, who ever strikes a balance, may arrive at a certain harmony
and connection, but an equilibrium can only exist between two opposite powers. One arrives at
an equilibrium (or balance) when those powers are equalized, but what remains are the tension,
the opposition or the stress between these two.

I. Word and Spirit

First of all, we have the important question/difficulty of  Word and Spirit. In our circles we
agree that Christ, as High Priest, continues His work among us in the ministry. It is He, who
calls  and  anoints  the  office-bearers.  It  is  He,  who  then  dispatches  them  with  the  Word
administration. Everyone also agrees, that the effect of preaching the Word is due to the Spirit
only.

For many it still seems problematic how to conceptualize the relationship between Word and
Spirit.  Also in  this  respect  the so-called “either-or” formulation  of the problem exists.  With
regard to the means of grace, we are aware of the antithesis between Rome with Luther on the
one hand, and on the other hand all kinds of mysticism. For now, we will put aside all sorts of
problematic details. However, in broad lines, we could say it this way: to Rome and Luther,
everything depends on the objective means of grace. All types of nuances exist, but the point is
that in the means of grace (be it sacrament or the Word), the Spirit is included, and that therefore
the means of grace work, as it is called, ex opere operato. Mysticism, however, assures in many 
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ways that the means of grace are meaningless, for indeed the Spirit must “do it”. With respect to
the relation between Word and Spirit, this controversy means that on the one hand the Word is
made into a magical thing, while on the other hand the Word is viewed as a dead thing, and
really they only want to know about the Spirit.

In our circles, we prefer to speak of both Word as well as Spirit. But what is often so tragic, is
that this thesis, as formulation of the problem posed by others, becomes the basic starting point.
It may be said: Word and Spirit, but our thoughts are still in the direction of “either-or”. Word
and Spirit are still viewed as separate entities. In the minds of many there still exists a tension
between them.

This is evident in typical expressions that have received a legitimate place in our language. I
think about certain prayer formulations that can often be heard. First of all, I must pose that
criticism of such formulation is not meant to attack the one who prays. I don’t want to fall over
an expression. What I see as debatable expressions, or the use of cliché terms, may still be based
on a faith “in Spirit and truth”. Nevertheless, a made-up or a construed balance still exists, for
example, in the formula, “let Your Spirit come among us”. A few may yet think like this: “here
we have the Word of Christ, but it is still an open question if the Spirit will be present here”.

With all that talk about “Word but also Spirit”, these two are still  torn apart or separated. It
seems that the Word can come to us without the Spirit, and the Spirit can work in us outside of
the Word. Without a doubt, we all have heard a thanksgiving prayer with this sentence, “let Your
Spirit be the finisher, the follow-up preacher in our heart (naprediker)”. I admit, this expression
can be quite pure if it means to ask that the Spirit will give the preached Word full authority in
our every day life. However, our thoughts still lead us in another direction, namely,  we only
receive the Word, and it is meaningless unless the Spirit is added. It could also mean, that “the
Word cannot get further than our ears, let your Spirit penetrate the heart”. This is so often based
on the idea, that the Word reaches only the ear, or that the function of the Word is only exterior.
But it is remarkable, that Christ in His well-known parable says about those seeds along the
road, that the devil comes and takes away the Word . . . from their hearts (Luke 8:12).
 
More could be mentioned, for example, the expression that the Word may fall in a field that is
well prepared by the Spirit. Also the way we speak of Lydia, whose heart the Lord opened so
that she took note of Paul. But we do not have to go into that. The above examples already prove
that many do not get beyond the fabricated or construed balance when they speak about “Word
as well as Spirit”. We did not fully conquer the thought that these two oppose each other in a
relation of tension or stress. Therefore, I think that this construed equilibrium is to be rejected,
clearly because it is a made-up balance that continues to always assume tension. Of course, this
does not mean that we object to the terminology “Word and Spirit”. Neither do we picture the
Word  as  a  magical  entity  that  encompasses  the  Spirit.  With  the  latter,  the  majesty  and
sovereignty of the Spirit is seriously attacked, even though it was not meant to be.

But yet, I believe that with the above-mentioned construed equilibrium, we do in our thinking
distance ourselves from the Scripture. A German theologian Eichrodt, did point out that the 
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expressions of Holy Writ regarding Word and Spirit simply crossed each other. Those two kinds
of expressions run parallel to each other in that, what is said about the Word in one place, is
ascribed to the Spirit somewhere else. No where is it possible, to clearly separate them. He then
points out that the most basic cause for this is that the Son and the Spirit are one.

Regardless of the details of his explanation, I am of the opinion that the proposal is generally
correct. Faith in the Triune God is also meaningful for our views regarding the preaching. It is
unthinkable, that Christ would come to us with His Word, while it remains questionable if the
Spirit would wish to come among us. Since the Spirit with the Son are one true God, the Spirit
will always keep track of Christ’s ways, also in the ministry of the Word. This can also be made
clear from another angle, namely, the Word of Christ is inspired by the Spirit; the office-bearers
are anointed with the Spirit. Whoever construes tension or stress between Word and Spirit has
actually divided the Spirit against Himself. Of course, this does not resolve the questions that
arise about the different affects of the preaching. But we do refuse to respond to questions which,
in principle, would separate Word and Spirit. In that way the seriousness of the preaching is
dissolved. It is not true that those who remain unbelievers have only the Word without the Spirit.
Because hardening the heart is also the work of the Spirit. The gospel is the fragrance of life as
well as the smell of death, however also the letter is only by the power of the Spirit (2 Cor. 2:16,
tr.).

We have to be careful also with Lydia. It is not stated that opening the hearts occurs without the
preaching. One cannot explain that the preaching of the Word is meaningless unless the hearts
are opened by the Spirit. Then the ministry of the Word would be a very uncertain matter. It is
stated that the Lord, that is Christ, opened Lydia’s heart and therefore she took note of Paul’s
words. Therefore her faith was not due to Paul’s eloquence and powers of persuasion. On the
contrary,  the  risen  Christ  Himself  as  heart  opener,  was  present  under  the  preaching.  He
accompanied the preaching in the Spirit. 

Lord’s Day 25 formulated this so beautifully. Faith comes from the Holy Spirit, but He works it
by the preaching of the Gospel. In His pleasure He tied His work to the preaching. Therefore,
what God binds together, man may never put asunder or separate. When I look for the Spirit, I
always have to go to the church. When I sit in church, I have to be careful, because the Word is
always the sword of the Spirit. It is always necessary to honour the Word as the weapon of the
Spirit, and I must always believe that the Spirit performs powerfully by the Word.

II. The Corporate or Individual Address of the Preaching

A second construed equilibrium is discovered as soon as a reply is needed to the question: what
is  the  address of  the preaching.  The question  may be raised if  the preaching addresses the
community or the individual. Defining the problem in this way is again in the style of “either-
or”. And then the struggle runs between the collectivists on the one hand, and the individualists
on the other. The collectivists observe that the preaching is to reach the community,  while it
neglects the individual. The individualist favors only personal preaching, for the individual, 
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religious  person  is  central.  He  always  views  him  in  his  devout  life,  as  isolated  from  the
community of the church.

With this definition of the problem, many reformed people arrive at “not only - but also”. The
preaching  should  not  only  emphasize  the  church,  but  also  consider  the  individual  person.
However, this is by far no solution. Closer scrutiny shows that also this viewpoint of the one as
well  as  the  other,  is  a  construed  equilibrium  or  a  fabricated  balance.  The  tension  between
community and individual remains, and it reveals itself time and again. In this way, it has been
said that  covenantal preaching  is to be applauded. Immediately added to this, however, is the
warning against one-sidedness, because it is quite likely that the need for personal repentance
might be weakened in this way. What is clear is that a balance is desired. However, that balance
is only needed, because the community and the individual are viewed as contrasts.

Others have gone into the direction of carrying into the Bible the contrast between collectivism
and  individualism.  It  has  been said,  that  the  Old  Testament  (O.T.)  was  strong in  collective
thinking, that is, the individual could hide there and almost disappear in the community. But the
New Testament (N.T)., it was ensured, showed a different structure in this respect. Not that the
community  is  gone  astray  in  the  N.T.,  but  still,  the  individual  believer  comes  more  to  the
foreground, while the community,  as such, remains in the shadows. Nevertheless, it was later
gratefully recognized more and more, that the whole formulation of the problem “collectivism or
individualism” was good for nothing. Scripture does not anywhere recognize such a distinction,
not in the O.T. nor in the N.T. In the Bible, God never speaks to the masses while neglecting the
individual. Neither did He ever speak to the individual while ignoring the community. When God
speaks personally to someone, He will not isolate him from his life’s situation and neither set
him apart, but He speaks to him and so to all who are included in Him. Just think about the
covenant promise in Genesis 17, “I will be your God and the God of your seed”. The promise is
not given to the independent person Abraham, but to Abraham the patriarch/progenitor of Israel,
yes  even to  the father  of all  believers,  also those from among the Gentiles.  Included in the
individual is his whole community/progeny. 

Also when God deals with all His people, this is never a collective or corporate act, whereby He
only  regards  the  masses,  but  neglects  numerous  individuals.  After  all,  a  people  is  never  a
collection of citizens. It is an organic whole. The life of each is connected in many ways with
that of the people. Paul uses that beautiful image of tree and branches. Well, we know, if the tree
is cut down, the branches have no future. Therefore, when God threatens His people with His
punishment, no single Israelite can remain indifferent. Nobody can say that it does not touch him
personally. The branch can not disassociate itself from the trunk. 

I will now just mention a few chapters that clearly reveal this organic relationship between the
individual and the community. Take, for example, Romans 11:16-24 where Paul uses the above-
mentioned image of the branches. Also read Romans 12:4,5 and  I Corinthians 12, where the
same organic relationship is made clear with the picture of body and members. In this respect
there is no difference at all between the Old and the New Testament. The O.T. emanates from
the covenant between God and His people, but how did not the faith of individuals blossom. I 
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think especially about the Psalms. None of them show any tension between the individual and
the  community.  The  examples  are  readily  available.  In  Psalm  25,  the  poet  laments  about
seriously  personal  matters,  namely,  the  enemies  surrounding  him,  and  also  the  gnawing
awareness of the sins of his youth. The prayer for personal deliverance, however, discharges
itself into the petition, “redeem Israel, O God, from all their troubles!” (vs. 22). Or take the
initial verses of Psalm 106. “Remember me, O Lord when you show favor to your people“ and
“that I may share in the joy of your nation and join your inheritance in giving praise”. Psalm 128
starts with “Blessed are  all (anyone) who fear the LORD”, but it ends with, “peace be upon
Israel”. Psalm 130: “Out of the depth I cried to you, O LORD”, but at the end, “he himself will
redeem Israel from all their sins”. Psalm 131 begins personally with “my heart is not proud, O
LORD”, but the end again encourages the people as a whole with the words, “O Israel, put your
hope in the LORD”.

Now I have mentioned only a few examples that could easily be increased with many more. But
everywhere we do come across the organic character.  Personal deliverance  is  viewed as an
offshoot of the rescue, which the Lord granted His people in the exodus from Egypt. In this way,
the personal deliverance  is  again also comforting to the whole of the covenant  community.
Psalm 66 has expressed that in an unforgettable way.

Also  in  this  respect,  this  means  that  the  whole  “either-or”  dilemma  is  good  for  nothing.
Individual and community are not opposites of each other. At the same time, however, the one
as well as another construct is therefore also unacceptable. It wishes to avoid one-sidedness, but
in the background it allows the tension to exist.

With covenant preaching there is no need to guard against one-sidedness, as if that might squash
the individual. Just because the covenant is an organic community, the call to all is at the same
time a call to each one, who has a place in that community. When the promise is preached to the
church as a whole, then let each member rejoice, because God did also speak to him. God may
bless  one member,  so that  all  members  rejoice,  because  this  constitutes  a  guarantee  for  the
deliverance of all. Discernment must be built on this basic idea, namely, that the Word comes to
all and therefore it touches each one, but also that God addresses each individual, and in that way
searches all of them.

III. Objectivity and Subjectivity

As soon as we consider the composition and structure of a sermon, we stumble upon a  third
construed equilibrium.  I mean the problem of “the objective versus the subjective”. Everyone
knows  that  ministers  are  usually  classified  according  to  this  differentiation.  The  objective
preacher is the man of Bible study. However, the subjective preacher presents something for life,
and for heart and soul. 

On the one hand, so they say, there are people who view the sermon as a lecture, a theory, or an
intellectual discourse. To these people, sermons are strictly dogmatic explanations or also 
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beautiful exegetical studies. On the other hand, however, one comes across people, who will
only  allow  experiential,  practical  and  emotional  sermons.  They  swear  by  mysticism.  They
dislike  dry,  piece-meal  doctrinal  structures.  Therefore,  they avoid,  also on the  pulpit,  every
reminder of the study room. They just love to speak a simple, warm word from heart to heart.
Because the point is not  literary knowledge, but  knowledge of the heart. Again, the tension of
“either-or” is evident. 

In Reformed circles, things should be stated differently. They may say about one minister, that
he is a bit too objective, while another leans over too far to the subjective. From this, it is quite
clear that the ideal minister must strike a balance between these two extremes. In a harmonic
and perfect way, he must weigh the objective over against the subjective. For both elements
must have a legitimate place, namely, explanation and appropriation. The sermon must provide
something for the head and the heart, for confession and for conduct.

Again, it can be said, that this construed equilibrium seems quite plausible to most people. Even
to the point, that they accuse those, who advocate abandoning this combination theory, that they
do not want to know about any emotion or sensibility in the preaching. People are so stuck in the
idea of their own scheme, that they always resist the rejection of the problem statement, as a
symptom of  objectivism.  Many are so deeply convinced,  that  satisfaction  can eventually  be
derived from sermons, that know how to appropriately mix the objective and the subjective.
Therefore  they  simply  view  any  resistance  (to  striking  this  balance),  as  an  attack  on  the
fundamentals of Reformed preaching.

However, when we analyze this construed equilibrium for a moment, the objections still appear
to be insurmountable.

First  of  all,  it  is  striking  that  in  spite  of  the  combination  theory,  the  complaints  about  the
preaching are still numerous. One minister is praised, because he edifies the congregation in his
preaching,  and also because  he delivers  a  well-studied sermon.  Others  may regard this  as a
disadvantage, for they desire an experiential sermon. About his colleague, the one member may
relate enthusiastically, that he is so completely practical in his preaching, that he stands in the
midst of life, and that he knows what lives in the hearts of his congregation. Nevertheless, other
church members do nothing else but complain, because he only presents a comfortable talk or a
good-natured chat without an opening of the Scriptures.

Now I do not say, that those complaints are always without foundation. Indeed, there are so-
called sermons that are popular, dogmatic discourses, that offer nothing but a lot of exegesis.
There also might be some truth in those good-natured chats, even with a closed bible. By itself,
this  might  prove  nothing  against  the  construct  of  making  sure  to  have  a  balanced  and
harmonious connection of both elements, or to give people something for head and heart. One
could say that these facts only prove the weakness of the so-called orators in handling the golden
rule. Therefore, that rule of striking a balance may still be a good one. Nevertheless, I doubt it.
For what then is really lacking, when we take that one minister, who builds the congregation in
doctrine, as they claim, but who presents too little for life? Would everything be all right, if he 
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added  an  experiential  dose  equal  to  his  heap  of  dogmatics?  People  do  say  that  those  two
ministers should acquire something from each other. The one should tie-on a nice chat to his
exposition  of  Scripture,  while  the  other  might  insert  some exegesis  and dogmatics  with his
practical comments. But is a sermon then dogmatics seasoned with mysticism? Is it a theoretical
discourse  interspersed with pious practical comments?

Is someone does not preach correctly, because he presents a scholarly lecture, then he certainly
will not preach better, when he combines this initial sin with that second sin of a good-natured
chat. And a comfortable talk cannot become a sermon by giving it a shot of theology. It would
indeed be something for both the head and the heart, for there is exposition and application, but
it would not turn out to be a sermon. For never is the truth a combination of two lies, and one
cannot reach obedience in the preaching by combining two diverging sinful ways of preaching.

The  second  remark,  I  do  not  wish  to  expound  at  this  time,  is  the  fact  that  the  peculiar
anthropology in this regard is rather remarkable. At one time, psychology presented a three-way
learning theory,  and that  was incorporated  in  theology.  It  has  been attempted  to  categorize
sermon subjects particularly for the intellect,  the sentiment or the will-power. In accordance
with a similar system, also pseudo-believers were categorized as historic believers,  temporal
believers, and miracle believers. To historical believers, faith is purely a matter of intellect. To
the others it is respectively a matter of emotion/feeling and will power.

However, in this way it appears to me, that not only the Bible but also  man is cut up into pieces.
Apparently you can get something for the intellect without getting anything for the heart, and
vice-versa. But what is then left of the person whom God addresses? Does God address man
only intellectually or purely as to his feelings, his will or desires? If not, does He then maybe
approach man at three fronts, that are not mutually connected? Does God then address the three
parts of man consecutively?

Even when I digest the Word intellectually, as well as experientially, do I believe? Is true faith a
combination of different forms of faith? Does true faith just mean that I am not one-sided in my
belief? Is it  true that doctrine and confession are only for the brain and therefore catechism
instruction is only a popular-theological course for young people, who must also give attention
to experientialism to prevent one-sidedness?
 
Really, in whichever way we go, we do get stuck. For the question s may still be posed, if this is
indeed what Scripture says about man. In other words, does this justify the scriptural revelation
concerning  man’s  faith  and  heart?  When  we  continue  to  reason  along  these  lines  of  this
construed  equilibrium,  do  we  then  not  always  provide  an  occasion  to  complain  about  the
preaching? Because in our theoretical views on these questions, and so also in our practical
work, we experience the influence of idle, unscriptural philosophy. There is yet another aspect
to this problem, for how does one regard the Word that is preached? Also, how do we see the
church, that is addressed in the preaching, as well as the office whereby Christ has the Word
proclaimed? 
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Apparently,  the  Word is  seen here as  a  truth outside of ourselves,  as a  theory that  requires
application or approbation. The Word, as we read it in the Bible, is apparently not applicable
either.  The Word of God by itself,  as just  an inapplicable truth,  is then after  all  without an
address. In effect, it is no longer  spoken. It then becomes pronouncement or opinion, and not
announcement, proclamation, a speech or address. We then have a book, a charter, or a record of
all  the words God spoke in the past, but at  present,  He does no longer speak. God’s timely
speaking has been abolished. It could still be said that God did previously speak to the patriarchs,
but it could not be said that He continues to speak to us. In this way, the character of the Holy
Scripture is totally misunderstood. It is then not recognized, that in the completed revelation and
through the ages, God still does continue to speak to the church.

Also, we can no longer correctly view the church. Because, when God’s Word is viewed as a
pronouncement and not as a speech or an address, the church can no longer be the addressee. So,
the congregation becomes a multitude, that is interested in God’s earlier speeches, but it is not
the communion of the covenant. In the communion, God maintains covenant fellowship, and
therefore, it views itself as addressee. 

Viewing God’s Word merely as pronouncement, does also result in the downfall of the office.
Because, whatever the minister does on Sunday, is then the job of a professional, an expert in
theology. It is then the work of the person who studied for it. Therefore, we may assume that he
is  better  informed than the  common man.  But he is  no more  than a  man,  who is  officially
burdened and delegated with a concrete message for the congregation, here and now.

In brief, all the preaching is then taken out of the covenant and the covenant fellowship.

Therefore, the solution people appreciate, namely, the harmonic combination of objective with
subjective,  can  never  give  satisfaction.  It  may be  said,  that  a  sermon  is  successful  when it
combines the objective with the subjective. But the objective is no more than an opinion about
all  kinds  of  truisms,  and  the   subjective  element  is  never  the  Spirit’s  application,  but  an
explanation of the so-called truth of salvation, and so again, it is an opinion. To speak in these
miserable terms, the objective is just as subjective as the subjective. The whole struggle between
objectivism and subjectivism is, therefore,  really concerned with the number of subjects and
dogmas a sermon will deal with, especially the question if every sermon should include the ways
of salvation. 

When we choose for the theory of “one-but also-the other”, then we really say, that in addition to
an objective text there also must be a subjective moment. Indeed, this will satisfy those people,
who want something for their souls. But in this way, we continue to present opinions, that is, we
do not preach.

After  all,  with the “either-or” as well  as with the “one-but also-the other”,  this  does not do
justice  to  the  true  character  of  Word  of  the  Lord.  For  to  us  it  remains  to  be  an  objective
phenomenon that must be appropriated. The Word of God is then a passive thing, that will only
work, or only become a power, by what we make of it. Then we no longer view the Word as 
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living and powerful in itself, or sharper than any two-edge sword. It then requires the minister’s
application and his religious, psychological manipulation, before it can affect the congregation.
It exists as a passive phenomenon outside ourselves, but then it is no longer the Word of the
Lord.  For  the  Word  of  the  Lord  presents  itself  as  an  imposed  requirement.  It  comes  with
authority, and it always demands faith.

However, preaching is Ministry (service) of the Word. Therefore, only he who does not attempt
by himself  to make the Word active,  and who acknowledges  the Word’s own character,  he
indeed  does  preach.  Preaching  is  only  possible,  when  the  Word  is  acknowledged  as  God
addressing His people, as a glad tiding, and as a proclamation of the kingdom of heaven. You
must simply start from the fact, that it is an act/part of that large covenant fellowship between
God and His people. The message is never an objective truth, which is only true to us by the
manner in which the messenger delivers his message. A message always has an address and it is
always aimed at our life.

You cannot really say, that the Word must be applied, because then it exists outside of ourselves
for it is appropriated. God speaks to us, as we live in certain relationships and under whatever
circumstances. Indeed if the preaching did aim at the awakening of our faith, then it would all
depend on how the minister pictured a pious life, shown in all its facets. But fortunately, the
preaching is something totally different. It is not just waking up what already exists outside the
preaching, but it is a means of grace, whereby faith is worked and strengthened. The preaching
of God’s promises and demands arouses faith. In the preaching, God calls to life what is dead.
Of what value is  the nicest  picture of situations  of the soul compared with the (unadorned)
simple promise? One can tell me a hundred times what lives in the soul of God’s children, but
this edifies no one. However, the simple promise works wonders, namely, “for His name sake,
your sins are forgiven”. Instead of a long lecture, perhaps a single example will better clarify
what I mean. A few years ago, I listened to a Christmas sermon on the radio. Initially it dealt
with the fact of Joseph and Mary’s trip and the bother of finding shelter etc. Then followed the
so-called  application  along these lines,  namely,  “yes,  the Saviour was born all  right,  but  of
importance is, if He was born in you”. Of course, a picture of pious living followed. From that
picture, all listeners ought to examine, if the Saviour was really born in their hearts. Afterward, I
spoke to many that enjoyed this endearing application. Nevertheless, as far as I was concerned,
the objections against this sermon where insurmountable. The redemptive act in Bethlehem was
here  presented  as  an  objective  thing,  which  in  itself  is  meaningless.  But  in  this  way,  the
redemptive act is killed and the message of God is ignored. It is an attempt to feed or satisfy
people with something that is no Gospel at all.

Why did that colleague not just state, that Jesus Christ came into the world to save sinners? Why
did he not just preach the Word as the Word of promise? Of course, in his way, he wanted to
accentuate the need to believe. That was commendable, but he did not preach the promise. What
else is there to hold onto than the promise? Why not preach the act of salvation whereby God
moves  to  faith  and  calls  to  faith?  After  all,  that  sermon  pushed  the  redemptive  act  to  the
background.  Well  it  was  maybe  important,  but  the  point  was  a  mystical  repetition  of  the
Christmas incident. The message, that the minister should have proclaimed, would work and 
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strengthen faith, but it stayed completely in the background. The message was indeed declared,
but as a truism besides ourselves, or as a historical fact, that required no faith. On that evening
the congregation was obstructed in faith, because the Word of promise had not been preached.
Instead of placing its faith under the authority of the promise, the congregation was persuaded to
follow a totally unproductive analysis of its spiritual life.

In this way, we could name many more examples. But I hope that this one is sufficient to show,
that a sermon can only become a good one, when the Word is respected. Not just the content of
the Word, but also the character of the Word as means of grace must be respected. To reformed
people, the preaching depends completely on the fact, that we maintain to view the Word as
promise  and  demand,  spoken  by  God  to  His  people.  The  promise  and  demand  are  never
objective  and never  do they need adaptation  by a  preacher  to  make  them applicable  to  the
congregation.  They  are  in  themselves  faith-worthy  and  edifying.  They  always  come  with
authority.

We will only rise above the mistake of the objective-subjective scheme, if we clearly realize, that
the preaching is a moment of a living exchange between the Lord and His people. The minister is
then no longer the expert on theological questions, who presents from the pulpit a popularized
objective and subjective theology. He is only servant of the Word. His only task is to concretely
pass on to today’s congregation, the Word that God spoke to a church in another time and place.
Also the congregation is then not a sympathizing audience, but church of the living God. This
church lives with Him in covenant fellowship. Every Sunday anew, the church receives proof,
that it is He who wants that fellowship, and maintains it, for He communicates with her. Church
members are not interested hearers, but they are indeed “beloved in the Lord Jesus Christ”. They
are heirs of the Kingdom, to whom the Lord proclaims the salvation of His kingdom. They also
submit to His demands, to eagerly fulfill them as His subjects. For the Word is no longer an
objective phenomenon, or some passive thing. It comes with authority,  it imposes the law on
them, and it does what pleases Him. After all is the Word not living and powerful in the Holy
Spirit? 

IV. Believers and Hypocrites

Actually, we have already arrived at another construed equilibrium. For the sake of clarity, we
will still take a closer look. 

Everyone knows, that in the preaching the keys of the Kingdom of heaven are used. Everybody
also heard about preaching with discernment. I may also assume, that it is known what Lord’s
Day 31 of the Heidelberg Catechism has to say about this. The preaching must do two things,
namely, comfort the believers and no less admonish the unbelievers.

In Christian circles, we again come across the “either-or” formulation of the problem. On the
one hand there is the doctrine of blind faith, that has no use for the power of the keys. Actually
church membership is regarded sufficient, and admonishment of unbelievers is practically an 
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unknown. The tremendous seriousness of the  closing  of the kingdom is not realized. On the
other hand, there are people to whom   church membership means little or nothing. What is
really important is that you experience and take active part in faith etc. It is understandable that
this includes all those dogmatic problems of outward and inward covenant or “in or of the
covenant”, and “essence and appearance” of the covenant. However tempting it is to address
these problems, the setup of this discourse does not allow it.  We are here restricted to the
influence that these distinctions have on the preaching. All reformed people wish to combine
both elements.  Therefore,  not only the believers are comforted,  but also the hypocrites  are
admonished. Therefore sermons must show  discernment. By far, there still  is no agreement
about the manner in which this occurs. Some understand discernment in preaching to mean
that you have to realize that there are hypocrites among the church members. And those people
should become uneasy, so that they will not be lost with an imaginary heaven. They may not
appropriate the promise. Therefore, the preaching must time and again pose the question, “did
you appropriate it?”

Whatever promise was preached, and in whatever way, the point of appropriation or application
is always the same, namely, “what the text states is true, but is it true for you?” The words it is
true constitutes, they say, comfort to the believers, and with the words is it really for you?, the
hypocrites  are  admonished  and  self-discovered.  This  is  nevertheless  so  tragic,  because  it
comforts no believer and brings no hypocrite to repentance. Rather the contrary is true, for it
disturbs the believers, while the hypocrites are lulled to sleep. After all,  it  makes everything
insecure. The promise is given with one hand, but immediately withdrawn with the other. What
kind of ambassador  is it,  who goes to the given address and says,  “I  have to give you this
message”, but he then adds, “I am not sure, if it is for you, for maybe I am not at the right
address”. This will shake any believer, and with such preaching, it causes no difficulties to the
hypocrite.  After  all,  this  suggests  that  some people  in  church  are  not  affected.  Neither  the
promise, nor its obligation, applies to them. In this way, they will never get hot under the collar.
They can keep their cozy spot in church and they will never arrive at the insight, that they no
longer belong.

The huge mistake is, that the congregation is no longer viewed as the church of our Lord Jesus
Christ.  It  is  no longer  taken seriously,  that  not  only  promise  but  also the  obligation  is  for
everyone. This shows that the covenant relationship is then ignored. Therefore the foundation of
the promise,  and so the sharpest edge of the warning, is taken away. The preaching is only
possible  within the covenant  relationship.  Preaching with  discernment is  necessary,  but then
certainly in another way. Not in such a way that the congregation is split in two, or is regarded
as two groups. For then only one group and not the other, can be heirs to the promise. Therefore,
they have to present two separate messages. In principle, this means that the character of the
church is damaged, and the preaching is automatically dualistic. 

However, God sends His servants to everyone with one and the same message, which is the one
Word of the covenant, delivered to all covenant children. Is preaching with discernment at all
possible? Yes, because every covenant consists of two parts, promise and demand. These two are
indissolubly connected. The promise does immediately turn into a threat to those who do not 
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believe. In that way, the preaching brings separation, and the kingdom of heaven is opened as
well as closed. However, the preaching runs off track, when the covenant promise is addressed to
only a part of the congregation. That stupefies or numbs the hypocrites. The preaching does also
get off course when the warnings are only directed at the unbelievers. It is a danger for those
who believe. 

It strikes me how often in the prayer before the sermon, a serving elder may pray, “comfort your
people and make those who are unconverted see the error of their ways”. It is so easy to divide
the congregation into two groups, that is, God’s people and then still others. Comfort is desired
for the one, and again, only admonishment for the other. But Christ speaks to all His disciples
when He says, “your sins are forgiven”. And not only to the pretenders, but to all disciples, He
says, “be on your guard against the yeast of the Pharisees”. Also the hypocrites must not be able
to escape the pressure  of  the promise,  for  that  makes  their  sin  so tremendously great.  The
believers  must  also  hear  the  warnings,  otherwise  they  fall  asleep.  Also  the  elect  are  not
automatically  saved, but only in the way of the covenant,  the way of faith  and repentance.
Nobody is allowed to tell a baptized person, everything is fine now. For that matter, could there
be anyone, who thinks like that? Neither can I say to the people, “as long as you know for sure
that God elected you, everything is fine”. For also the elect are only saved in the way of faith
and repentance. Jacob was the LORD’s elect, but when he tried to attain the inheritance in his
own way of  the flesh,  he lost  it  completely.  He only entered the inheritance,  when he had
learned, through strict discipline, to walk in the ways of the Lord.

Therefore we are not to view the congregation as a mixed lot, and so bring a two-fold message.
Without any differentiation, all and everyone must be told, that the promise is for them. That
preaching,  however,  must  always  be  accompanied  by  the  demand  of  faith  and  repentance.
Without distinction, all are to be told, that they must participate in the way of obedience in faith.

V.  Comfort and Penance 

I like to say a little more about the last construed equilibrium, which I observed. It concerns the
problem of  timeliness of the preaching. Especially living in difficult times, we are  repeatedly
confronted with this. One will say that this is the time for a call to humility, because we are
experiencing judgment. Nevertheless, another will say that this is the time, more than ever, to
comfort and to entice with a joyful gospel, for things are already difficult as it is. Now is the
time, they say, to bring glad tidings. A third may claim that we should again combine these two
elements, for there is a need for both. The latter appears to be the most sober suggestion.

However,  just  think  for  a  minute,  and you  will  see  the  danger  of  the problem formulation.
Because also the one who combines,  lets  the content  of the preaching be determined by his
psychological view of people under the present circumstances. He takes his actual subject for the
sermon from the present situation, and not from the Word. In this combination, he also separates
the comfort and the dread of the Lord, while in Scripture, these are always intrinsically 
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connected with each other. Why preach penance? Because life has become so difficult?. Do
people  have  to  humble  themselves,  because  the  facts  show that  judgment  has  come?  Such
reasons are often posed rather quickly. Who can determine, that we are experiencing judgment.
When the church in the last days faces great disasters, is that then her judgment? Do the facts
prove that? But the facts prove nothing. There is judgment, when there is sin, when promise and
demand are rejected, even while the judgment is not revealed in facts visible to anyone. Present
day facts may never determine the content of the sermon. It is the other way around, for the
Word is preached in order to understand the facts. Starting from the circumstances, we cannot
arrive at the Word, because only the Word can explain the circumstances. Scripture does not
preach penance and repentance, just because the times are wicked, but because the Kingdom of
heaven is at hand. The seriousness of the preaching is not derived from negative circumstances,
but from the richness of the Gospel. It is not war that encourages to humility, but grace that is
preached. 

Preaching the Gospel? Indeed, but not because people express a need, or because they are at this
time more susceptible. The Gospel may not be presented to just calm people, for it cannot exist
without the great threat. Seriousness is part of the glad tidings. True preaching of the Gospel is
not a sedative, because it is also disquieting.

Preaching penance does always suppose the richness of the Gospel message. On the other hand,
its breathtaking seriousness can never be separated from the Gospel. The call  to humility or
repentance always has an evangelical background, and comfort with the Gospel is at the same
time proclamation of the dread of the Lord. 

Matthew 11 is in this respect so beautiful. In His wisdom, God had sent John, the preacher of
penance,  as the herald for Jesus Christ,  whose grace and truth were at  hand. John preached
repentance and judgment, because God’s Kingdom was at hand. The seriousness of John’s work
is tied to the glad tidings revealed in Christ. Since the days of John the Baptist, and after God
emphatically declared that this Gospel can not be mocked, Jesus Christ presents this Gospel
message.

However, the people tear these two apart and then they play them against each other, that is,
John is too serious and Jesus is too superficial. The weighty sermons should be happier and the
light-hearted should be more serious. They could know better though. They knew that with John
it was not just like a gloomy funeral, for did Jesus’ power of grace not prove otherwise? They
also knew that with Jesus it was not just like a frivolous wedding party, for did John not speak
about His “winnowing fork”, “burning up the chaff” and “the ax is already at the root of the
trees”? Nevertheless, they forcefully separated the two and so rejected both of them.

Also for today’s preaching, this means a lot. The seriousness of the preaching is thanks only to
the Gospel of saving grace, that is shown to all people. But the Gospel never means, that the
judgment is excluded. On the contrary. With all our psychological insight and desire for timely
or  up-to-date  preaching,  we  also  have  to  watch  that  we  do  not  separate  what  God  joined
together. Otherwise, we end up with either preaching penance without the glad tiding, and 
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preaching the Gospel that no longer poses a threat, or we leave both of them on their own and by
themselves.  However,  in  this  way,  the  grip  on  people  is  lost.  Because  they  can  rightfully
conclude, that in church it is as somber as a funeral, or also, that it is there just a happy-go-lucky
business like a party. Moreover, preachers will no longer be able to stir or mobilize people to
faith.

Conclusion

All these constructs-of-harmony show one and the same mistake. That is, that people desire to
guard against one-sidedness, but the  formulation/postulation of the problem is left untouched.
Nevertheless, that is exactly where the great danger looms. In formulating a problem, people let
two issues  oppose each other,  while  these are  never  shown as polar  opposites  in  Scripture.
Therefore, while moving away from too easily accepted solutions, we must return to a thorough
criticism of the formulation of the problem. Because what God joined together, man may not put
asunder. That law also applies to the preaching. It not only applies when we look for a solution,
but it applies right away, when we formulate the problem in the first place.
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